Introduction

Fascism was the most consequential political invention of the twentieth century. Its challenge to the liberal, capitalist order of Europe was more momentous – and murderous – than that of communism. The terror and destruction unleashed by the major fascist regimes have left an indelible mark on the course of modern history and our collective memory. The symbols and imagery of fascism remain instantly recognizable, while its ideas have seen a remarkable renaissance in the past twenty years. Despite this enormous impact, fascism has proved strangely elusive as an object of historical analysis. Since 1945, it has been frequently explained away as a political pathology: a horrific, but fleeting deviation from Europe’s path to modernity. Marxist commentators in particular have downplayed its significance by reducing it to a mere reflection of the ‘disintegrating bourgeois state’. Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, German (as well as Italian) historians insisted that ‘their’ brand of fascism was so much more (or less) extreme than other variants that comparative interpretations were morally reprehensible (or lacking in heuristic value). Today, after a decade of renewed academic interest in ‘generic fascism’, prompted by the works of Roger Griffin, Stanley Payne and Zeev Sternhell, there is still considerable scholarly hostility to the notion that fascism represented a serious alternative to parliamentary democracy and the free market on the one hand and communism on the other.

Paper 20 takes fascism seriously. It provides a sober, scrupulous recharting of the fascist ‘third way’, beyond the *ira et studium* of the anti-fascists and the pieties of the *Sonderweg* theorists. The goal is to explain fascism’s powerful appeal as well as its tremendous destructive potential. The paper approaches fascism not as a temporary aberration from, but as an integral part of modernization and a defining feature of the ‘dark continent’ (M. Mazower) that was Europe in the first half of the twentieth century. It traces the history of fascism in a roughly chronological manner, from its intellectual origins in the Fin de Siècle to the resurgence of the Radical Right in the 1980s and 1990s. While focusing on the ‘classic cases’ of Italian Fascism and German National Socialism, Paper 20 also examines less familiar movements and regimes such as the Iron Guard in Romania, the Arrow Cross in Hungary, the British Union of Fascists and the Croix de Feu in France. What were the central tenets and principles uniting these movements? Under what social and economic conditions did they arise? Was World War I the cause of their emergence or merely a catalyst? Who were the supporters, who were the beneficiaries of fascism? Why did fascist parties ‘seize power’ in Italy and Germany, but not in France or Britain? How was power exercised in the two fascist dictatorships? What made German fascism so much more genocidal than Italian fascism? What are the continuities between inter-war and post-war fascism? Do neo-fascist groups pose a serious threat to the political stability of a rapidly expanding European Union?

These questions will be tackled in a rigorously comparative and conceptual framework. Students will investigate the similarities as well as the differences between Italian Fascism, Nazism and other European fascisms in order to test the relative merit of the various competing attempts to define and interpret ‘generic fascism’. After having studied a wealth of primary sources (e.g. the philosophical writings of Nietzsche, Futurist art, Mussolini’s war-time journalism, the neoclassical architecture of Fascist Rome, the films of Leni Riefenstahl, Hitler’s ‘Political Testament’, transcripts of the Nuremberg Trial, neo-fascist websites) and the secondary literature, including contemporary Marxist assessments (Togliatti, Neumann, Adorno and Horkheimer), sociological analyses (Lipset, Linz, Michael Mann) as well as the most recent conceptualizations of the ‘nature of fascism’ (Sternhell, Payne, Gentile, Paxton), students will be in a position to evaluate for themselves the viability of the so-called ‘new consensus’ in fascism studies, recently
proclaimed by Roger Griffin and Roger Eatwell. Though concentrating largely on the actual causes, experience and impact of fascism ‘in its epoch’ (E. Nolte), Paper 20 thus also has a strong theoretical dimension, which should generate some spin-off value for HAP. In contrast to the Modern Europe paper in Part I (Paper 18), which approaches Italian Fascism and Nazism from a predominantly political historical angle, this paper pays particular attention to the ideological bases and the various cultural manifestations of fascism, such as its emphasis on virility, its representations of the national community and the (often biologically defined) ‘Other’, its appropriations of the past and its ‘sacralization of politics’. This cultural historical approach will enable students to explore the fascist mentalité in its own terms and to see the fascists, to some extent at least, as they saw themselves. As one of the seminal scholars in the field, George Mosse, remarked: ‘Only when we have grasped fascism from the inside out, can we truly judge its appeal and its power.’

Teaching
Lectures (16 in Michaelmas and 16 in Lent Term), supervisions (7) and revision seminars (4 in Easter Term) will be provided by a circus of teachers, including Dr Pollard, Dr Ruehl, Prof. Evans, Dr Villis, Dr Tooze, and Dr Thom. Each student will have three supervisions on the following compulsory topics: (1) the intellectual origins of fascism, (2) Italian Fascism, (3) German National Socialism; and four more supervisions on a selection of optional topics, including fascist economics, fascism and gender, fascist aesthetics, fascist cinema, fascism in Central and Eastern Europe, the British Union of Fascists, French fascism and Vichy, fascist genocides, the resurgence of fascism after World War II and interpretations of fascism. All students need to confirm their choices of supervision topics in the first week of Michaelmas. Throughout Michaelmas and Lent, there will be weekly screenings of fascist films. In Lent, a specialist from outside Cambridge will give a guest lecture on his or her current research in the field.

Reading suggestions
This is a very selective list of English-speaking publications. It is organized thematically as well as chronologically, each section beginning with the most recently published (or re-edited) books and articles. The most important titles are marked with an asterisk (*). Students wishing to prepare for Paper 20 over the summer holidays should read M. Mazower, Dark Continent: Europe’s Twentieth Century (New York 1999), chs 1-5, M. Blinkhorn, Fascism and the Right in Europe, 1919-1945 (London 2000) and R. Paxton, The Anatomy of Fascism (New York 2004) – in that order. The best single book on European fascism is still S. Payne, A History of Fascism, 1914-1945 (Madison 1995).
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